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More Java developers today want to work with XML, the technology that enables data to be transported intact over the Internet, but they don't have time to become XML experts. If this describes you, then you'll appreciate data binding, the new way of converting XML documents into Java objects, so those documents can be worked on and manipulated like any other Java object, then converted back to XML 
 
This new title provides an in-depth technical look at XML Data Binding. The book offers complete documentation of all features in both the Sun Microsystems JAXB API and popular open source alternative implementations (Enhydra Zeus, Exolabs Castor and Quick). It also gets into significant detail about when data binding is appropriate to use, and provides numerous practical examples of using data binding in applications. 
 
As Author Brett McLaughlin says "Too many books are written about technologies by people who barely understand them. I've already written two data binding implementations (Zeus, and a previous one for IBM DeveloperWorks.) I've actually used data binding for longer than the official specification has been in existence, and I've really been able to dig into what it takes to code an effective data biding implementation, as well as use one correctly. This book is part user guide, part under-the-hood manual, and part use-case. It's a powerful combination, and one I think people need."
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Aspect-Oriented Software DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2004
Coverage includes

	
    Using AOSD to streamline complex systems development without sacrificing flexibility or scalability

    
	
    How AOSD builds on the object-oriented paradigmand how it's different

    
	
    ...
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The Options Course Second Edition: High Profit & Low Stress Trading Methods (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Use this invaluable tool to gain a competitive edge and avert bad investment decisions.
    
    Well-known options strategist and instructor George Fontanills has updated his time-tested and bestselling book, The Options Course. The new edition improves and expands upon the original to help you avoid some common and costly options...
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Mastering VBA for Microsoft Office 2007 (Mastering)Sybex, 2008
Quickly learn to write macros, automate tasks, and create custom applications for Office 2007 with Microsoft’s Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) using the in-depth instructions in Mastering VBA for Microsoft Office 2007. Jump right into the basics of recording and running macros with Office’s built-in Macro Recorder, before...
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Basic Structures for Engineers and ArchitectsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005


	When I was 16 I had a Saturday job as a shelf-stacker at a local supermarket.

	One day, during a tea break, a co-worker asked me what I did the rest

	of the week. I explained that I had just done O Levels and was going on to

	do A Levels. I told him how many and in which subjects. He then asked

	me about my career aspirations (not...
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Michael Abrash's Graphics Programming Black Book (Special Edition)Coriolis Group Books, 1997
Michael Abrash's Graphics Programming Black Book is a collection of the author's previous books on assembly language and graphics programming, as well as past columns for Dr. Dobb's magazine. Though much of the book (such as 8088/286/386 assembly language optimization and VGA graphics programming) is out-of-date by now, the reader can see...
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Python How to Program (With CD-ROM)Prentice Hall, 2002
The authoritative DEITEL™ LIVE-CODE™ introduction to Python programming  

 This new book by the world's leading programming language textbook authors carefully explains how to use Python as a general-purpose programming language and how to program multi-tier, client/server,...
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